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A B S T R A C T

This paper investigates the accuracy of the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based Immersed Body Force (IBF) turbine modelling method for predicting the flow characteristics of a Momentum-Reversal-Lift type of tidal turbine. This empirically-based CFD model has been developed based on the actuator disc method enhanced with additional features to mimic the effect of the complex blade motion on the downstream wake, without the high computational costs of explicitly modelling the dynamic blade motion. The model has been calibrated against the flow characteristics data obtained from experiment and found to perform well, although there are few inconsistencies in the flow patterns which show some of the limitations of the IBF model compared to a full dynamic blade motion simulation. However, given the complexity and computational cost of modelling the detailed blade motion the limitations of the IBF model are acceptable and will be useful especially for optimisation of arrays of devices where there is a significant computational demand.

Crown Copyright © 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Most researchers accept that simple momentum sink zone models such as actuator disc methods are unable to generate the detailed physics of the flow produced by real turbines. However, because of their lower computational cost they are one of the few computationally realistic approaches for gaining insight into the behaviour of substantial clusters of devices. The principle of an actuator disc has been frequently utilized for modelling turbines both in experimental and computational studies. The disc acts as a momentum sink which is matched to the thrust coefficients of the turbine [1,2]. This method has been widely used for wind turbines as documented by [3,4]. Recently this method has been used in tidal turbines both in experiments [2] and using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques [5–7].

Wake profiles measured from experiment conducted by [2] using porous disc have shown reasonable agreement with actuator disc-Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models in equivalent CFD simulations. However, validation of the CFD model using data measured from experimental work on simplistic disc may not be the best option to analyse fidelity of the model and to apply this model in the real turbine applications. A recent study by [8] demonstrated that the actuator
The disc-RANS model accurately predicts the wake of tidal turbines when compared with the wake measurements from experiment though they acknowledged that it lacks the capability to generate swirling flows and capture tip vortices.

Most of the studies showed that the accuracy of actuator disc methods in replicating the actual flow characteristics of the real turbines varied significantly. Trying to represent all types of turbine designs by a single simplistic actuator disc model may aggravate its existing drawbacks and could be one of the reasons for those inaccuracies. Thus it is crucial to adapt the method based on the details of the turbine under consideration to improve the accuracy of the models for predicting the flow characteristics.

The focus of this study is on the Momentum-Reversal-Lift (MRL) turbine designed based on a cylindrical cycloidal system where each of three blades rotates $180^\circ$ for every full rotation of the main shaft. Details of the MRL turbine dimensions and its blade profile is shown in Figs. 2 and 5. This design allows the blades to provide torque through most of the cycle in both lift and drag phases. It is this combination of both lift and drag which gives the turbine a high conversion efficiency over a wide range of operating fluid velocities. The novel aspect of the device is the combination of lift and momentum reversal (drag) that is utilised to optimise the energy extraction. It has been known since the early days of aerodynamics that the forces on a plate held in a flowing stream consist of two orthogonal components:

1. Lift which acts perpendicularly to the flow direction.
2. Drag (momentum reversal)- which acts parallel to the flow direction.

The blade rotation is nominally half that around the central shaft since this condition results in near optimum conditions for both lift and drag forces on each blade [9], but this is still under investigation and the exact details could be subjected to some changes. Fig. 1 shows the rotation of the blade around the central axis presenting a variable incident angle to the flow during the rotation cycle. The power is taken off from the central shaft and transferred to a generator. The blades are allowed to rotate about their own axis and also about a mutually central axis where the rotation axis is perpendicular to the flow direction in contrast to the better known windmill device. There are several aspects to this configuration which give it potential advantage particularly in water where the flow forces on the blades can be extremely high.

Since both the drag and lift exert forces, both of these can be used to extract energy from the fluid flow. Of these, lift has been the subject of considerably more attention since it is the basis of winged flight and also the basis for propeller based propulsion, whereas drag has been viewed as a problem to be overcome in this context. Nevertheless, for a given plate area and flow velocity, the drag force generally exceeds the lift force and is much less sensitive to the flow incident angle. The MRL turbine and its configuration is capable of taking advantage of both these characteristics through the operating cycle.

It is surprising that there is a set of blade conditions where both lift and drag forces act uni-rotationally around the main axis such that the torque contribution is positive over the whole cycle. This allows both lift and drag forces to act together to produce a large summed torque as described by [9].

Detailed CFD models of such machines (including blade geometry and blade motions) can be undertaken using dynamic (sliding) mesh or overset meshing techniques; however the ensuing calculations are computationally unrealistically expensive for more than a single turbine. Thus the use of simplified CFD based turbine modelling techniques becomes imperative for such turbines. In view of this, an empirically-based CFD model called the Immersed Body Force (IBF) model was developed based on the accepted methodology of the actuator disc but incorporating additional features that induce energy absorption from the flow so as to generate a downstream wake structure which more closely reflects that of the real turbines. This model could easily be made applicable to other turbine designs with few modifications. Some of the advantages of the IBF model include the capability of implementing drag and lift forces and the reduction of mesh resolution that is required compared to what would be required for a resolved blade simulation. This model has been used to analyse wake interactions of a small clusters of turbines as shown in [10–12].

Given that the long term goal of our work is to use the IBF model for large scale tidal farm modelling, it is important to validate the model’s fidelity against experimental data. Therefore, the aim of this paper is: (i) to validate the accuracy of the

![Fig. 1. Torque on axis as a function of arm angle $\theta$ and blade angle $\phi$.](image-url)
IBF model for predicting the wake profiles of tidal turbines by comparing with experimental data measured from testing a scaled prototype of the MRL turbine; and (ii) to show that improved modelling techniques such as the IBF model could be developed for other specific turbine designs whilst maintaining their modelling simplicity and cheaper computational cost.

2. Methodology

2.1. Computational modelling

2.1.1. Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) modelling

The Navier–Stokes equations represent the equations of conservation of mass and momentum for a fluid in motion. However they are complex, coupled and non-linear, and thus insoluble analytically for anything but the simplest cases. For most realistic cases, computational solution using numerical methods, i.e. CFD, is the only practical approach. Particularly challenging is the solution of turbulent flow in a fluid. Turbulent flow is characterised by the presence of quasi-random turbulent eddies on length- and time-scales ranging from large scales which drive the turbulence down to the Kolmogorov scale determined by the physical viscosity. For most practical cases direct numerical simulation of the complete range of scales is impossible; instead the flow is decomposed into an ‘average’ component and fluctuations about this average. The intention is that the average component is smoother and computationally tractable, whilst the fluctuations are in some sense universal and can be replaced by a simpler statistical model known as a turbulence model. The Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations are obtained in this way by statistical averaging of the equations of motion, dividing the flow into a deterministic mean flow which is steady or slowly varying and turbulent fluctuations around this mean. The unsteady RANS modelling approach solves the Reynolds averaged equations of mass and momentum conservation given in Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively [7,13]. The source term, \( F_b \), represents the turbine’s resistance force against the flow as discussed in Section 2.1.3.

\[
\frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_i} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial U_i}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial U_i U_j}{\partial x_j} = - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \nu \left( \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( -\overline{U_i U_j} \right) + F_b
\]

where \( U \) is the Reynolds averaged velocity, \( P \) is the Reynolds averaged pressure; \( \nu \) is a kinematic viscosity, and \( \overline{U_i U_j} \) is the Reynolds stress tensor. The Reynolds stress tensor is defined as:

\[
-\overline{U_i U_j} = \nu_t \left( \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial x_i} \right) - \frac{2}{3} k \delta_{ij}
\]

where \( k = \frac{1}{2} \overline{U_i U_i} \) is the turbulent kinetic energy, and \( \nu_t \) is the turbulent viscosity.

The Reynolds stress term, \( \overline{U_i U_j} \), is modelled using the k-omega Shear Stress Transport turbulence model (kω – SST) [14]. The kω – SST turbulence model has been used because of its capability of modelling separated flows.

2.1.2. Computational domain and inflow conditions

The dimensions of the computational domain are taken from the test tank facility with far upstream and downstream dimensions reduced to minimise the computational cost as the experimental measurements were taken within this domain. Details of the computational domain are shown in Fig. 2. The size of the turbine relative to the size of the computational domain is very small and thus the turbine details is not clear. For this reason the turbine detail was scaled up by 10 times it is difficult to achieve these conditions due to constraints such as time, cost and technology. In this study, the undisturbed flow profile of the test tank was established and the result shows that the velocity slightly varies with depth. However, data was measured at a limited number of points across the depth of the channel and makes it difficult to directly use this data as inlet to the computational domain. The best option is therefore to apply an approximate tidal velocity profile developed by assuming a power law [15–17], which is matched to the experimental data as shown in Fig. 3. The power law velocity profile gives good approximations for most tidal current sites and it can be estimated by assuming a power law of the form:

\[
u(y) = \nu_{mean} \left( \frac{y}{0.32h} \right)^{1/9}
\]
where: $u_{\text{mean}}$ is the mean velocity, $y$ is the vertical height, and $h$ is the depth of water level.

The turbulence intensity was measured in the experiment and found to be around 3% and a similar value was prescribed at the inlet to the computational domain to replicate the actual conditions of the test tank. Computations were performed using the Open Source object-oriented C++ library, OpenFOAM, [18–20]. It uses Finite Volume Method solution technique in which the flow equations are volume-integrated over a discrete volume obtained by dividing the computational domain [20].

Tidal turbines may operate quite close to the water surface. However studies by [21–23] showed that the effect of the dynamics of the free surface on the wake profiles is minimal. In this study, the interest is on the wake profiles and thus modelling the free surface was excluded with a symmetry plane boundary condition used at the top of the computational domain instead of a more sophisticated multiphase technique such as Volume of Fluid (VoF). This also improved convergence of the simulations as VoF methods are much less stable than single phase models.

2.1.3. Turbine modelling

Most researchers accept that simple momentum sink zone models such as the actuator disc methods are crude and make it difficult to incorporate energy loss processes. However, they are one of the few computationally realistic approaches for gaining insight into the behaviour of substantial clusters of devices. This study builds upon this accepted methodology by incorporating additional geometric features that induce energy absorption from the flow which also lead to a downstream wake structure intended to reflect more closely those of the real turbines than simple momentum sink zone models. The
turbine modelling method adopted for this study is therefore referred to as the Immersed Body Force (IBF) model, which is a novel turbine modelling technique developed by the authors of this paper [11,23]. The IBF model is capable of three roles:

1. Estimating the downstream wake structure.
2. Allowing calculation of the energy that can be extracted from the flow together with a method of relating this to methods of estimating the useful power extracted by the turbine which can be validated against experiments. This typically requires access to a fully detailed CFD model as an intermediate step.
3. Providing information about the free surface interaction. This is important in the class of machines considered here because they are designed to be deployed close to the surface, often supported by floating pontoons. Thus in principle pitch resonance of the pontoons could occur with undesirable results.

For the IBF approach, a forcing function ($F_b$) which has units of force per unit mass representing the resistance by the turbine against the flow is used to create momentum change. The force function was imposed in the Navier–Stokes equations and a code was developed by considering drag ($F_{RD}$) and lift ($F_{RL}$) resistance forces applied by the blades on the fluid flow as shown in Fig. 4. The forces are imposed on the volume of the blades and vortex ring which creates cylindrical shape to match design of the MRL turbine shown in Fig. 5. This is different to the disc shape commonly used to represent the conventional axial type of tidal turbines.

The force applied by the vertical blade was considered entirely as a drag resistance force while the other two blades have both drag and lift resistance forces. This force is a reaction force to the forces applied by the flow on the blades. The forcing function can be defined as:

$$F_b = F_{RD} + F_{RL}$$

The IBF model comprises two parts as shown in Fig. 4:

1. A set of resistance forces seated on the cells corresponding to the fixed blade positions.
2. A force ring designed to represent the effect of the main turbine vortex.

Both 1 and 2 contain the free parameters ($F_{RD}$ and $F_{RL}$) that define the associated resistances against the incoming flow. This type of representation has several advantages as summarised below:

- It reduces the requirement of mesh resolution at the surface because there is no physical presence of the blades in the model, which minimises the requirement of fine meshing to treat the blade surface and fluid interaction.
- It is applied in a volume which creates complex motions within the turbine housing.
- The geometric features lead to downstream wake structures intended to reflect more closely those of the real turbines.
- If the physical blades were to use, they will be simply as solid boundaries imposing blockage but in the case of using the resistance forces, there is a flow of fluid through it similar to the porous region used in the application of actuator disc method. However, if excessive resistance were to be used, it will act as a blockage body similar to the physical body of the blades.
- It allows application of both drag and lift resistances against the flow based on the blade position.

Avoiding modelling the blade motions means that pressure integration over the blade surface cannot be used to directly calculate the mechanical power extracted by the machine from the flow. Consequently, published research on simplified descriptions of turbines of all kinds has focussed upon calculating the energy lost from the flow. Typical examples of this are the various developments of momentum sink models (e.g. actuator disc descriptions) or Darcy flow based models that implicitly represent the turbine by a viscous dissipation sink region. Examples of this approach are given in [3,4,6].

A similar approach has been undertaken in the work presented here. For this reason, it is difficult to utilise any loadings measured in the experiment directly to the CFD code as a resistance force because of the significant difference between the mechanical power absorbed by the machine and the total energy lost from the flow. The best approach is therefore to find a self consistent match of the flow profiles from the experiment and CFD by varying the loadings in the CFD calculations. This process can provide the necessary loading that can be used in the CFD code in order to predict the accurate wake recovery. With the correct loadings, CFD calculations can then be conducted to investigate the effect of wake interactions, and thus the location of individual devices in a tidal stream farm can be optimised to generate maximum power output. This approach is cost effective compared to full scale experimental works.

### 2.2. Experimental procedure

CFD simulations have been compared with experimental measurements of the MRL turbine conducted in a Wave-Current circulating tank (Fig. 7a) at IFREMER, France. The tank’s dimensions are 4 m wide, 2 m deep and 18 m in length.

An MRL turbine (Fig. 5) with dimensions of 0.164 m diameter, 0.3 m blade span, and 0.095 m blade chord was used in the experiments. Two sided plates were included in the design, one on the top and one on the bottom to increase the Pelton and the ground effects, respectively.
2.2.1. Calibration procedure

The turbine load was provided by a dashpot system and a gear system that connects the rotor and the dashpot. The gear ratio used in the experiments was 12–24. The damping was provided by the viscous fluid contained in the dashpot with a viscosity of 250,000 cst.

The calibration was carried out with a torque rig composed of a contactless rotary torque transducer rated at 2 Nm, a hall effect sensor and a Crouzet DC Motor. The motor was used to rotate the damper at various angular velocities while the torque transducer measured the torque generated by the damper. Fig. 6 shows the calibration obtained for the dashpot used during the experiments presented in this work.

It can be observed that the dashpot behaves noticeably different from the characterisation given by the manufacturer. Thus the need to carry out a pre and post calibration was imminent. The standard deviation analysis gave a maximum variation value of 0.01 Nm when calibrating the damper. With the calibration, a polynomial approximation relating torque and angular speed was obtained and used to calculate the torque developed by the turbine at the angular speed measured during the experiment. The torque was then inferred from the angular speed measured with the same type of hall effect sensor used in the calibration procedure. Hence power extracted was estimated from the rotational velocity only.

As this turbine was specially designed to be utilised in shallow-medium flow estuaries, the turbine was installed very close to the surface of the Wave-Current circulating tank. The distance between the main shaft and water surface was set to 1.1D, as seen in Fig. 2. The turbine was rigidly mounted on the top of the tank using H-beams available at the facility as shown in Fig. 7a. The turbine was held in place by an aluminum frame that was previously anodised to avoid or diminish corrosion problems.

2.2.2. Flow measurements

The turbine was operated in a flow regime of 1.0 m/s with a turbulence intensity of around 3%. The wake generated by a single MRL turbine was characterised by measuring velocity components at a range of points downstream of the turbine. A 2D laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV), mounted on a computer-controlled gantry was used to measure velocity at a large...
number of points downstream of the turbines, thus building up ‘velocity grids’. The velocity grids are represented by two velocity components x, and z. The x velocity component is the streamwise component and the z velocity vector is the downward component. The number of velocity points measured in this experiment was 420. 15 downstream wake planes (along the X direction) were measured during the trials (−2D, −1.5D, −1D, 1D, 1.5D, 2D, 2.5D, 3D, 3.5D, 4D, 6D, 8D, 10D, 15D and 20D). Velocity at each node was measured for 100 s.

Fig. 7b shows the LDV probe during operation. The velocity grids on the cross-sectional area were limited to measurements from the main turbine shaft and vertically towards the tank bottom. The reason behind this was due to water reflections affecting the measurements if the LDV probe operated very close to the water surface.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Load variations

The experimental measurement of the flow characteristics was carried out at the MRL turbine’s nominal power output. In order to match this experimental data, CFD simulation using the RANS + IBF model was conducted with different loadings. All the loadings were normalised by the maximum loading applied in this particular case for simplicity purposes and is defined as \( NBF = F_b/F_{b_{max}} \). This notation is used for subsequent discussions to identify the loadings for each case.

The velocity contours from the three different loadings are shown in Fig. 8. The effect of different loadings on the flow characteristics is visible immediately downstream of the turbine but needs detailed data extraction from the velocity contours for more clarification of the flow profiles among the different loadings as discussed in Section 3.2.
Detailed velocity data was extracted in the stream-wise direction through the center of the turbine to understand the rate of wake recovery from the CFD + IBF model and to get the best match with the experimental data as shown in Fig. 9. At higher loading ($NBF = 1$), there is huge velocity deficit immediately downstream of the turbine but the wake recovers faster than is the case for lower loadings. This has a profound effect in building optimised tidal stream farms because of the effect of wake interactions on performance of downstream devices thus finding the loading with the best match to the experiment is crucial for large scale tidal farm simulations.

At lower loading ($NBF = 0.795$), the velocity deficit at the turbine region is smaller but recovers at a slower rate and shows better match with the experimental data further downstream of the turbine from 15D onwards. The CFD predictions with the loading ($NBF = 0.910$) showed good match between 0D and 13D compared to the other loadings but is inconsistent throughout the velocity profile. The CFD results show that the rate of wake recovery is faster with higher loadings though it is difficult to show the same trend in the experimental data as the existing measurements are from a single loading. The trend from those calculations indicate that any value above the maximum and below the minimum loadings applied in these calculations will deviate significantly from the experimental data though further higher loading could produce a better match with the experiments upstream of the turbine.

For further analysis of the wake profiles along the depth of the domain, measurements were performed at different points during the experiment and similar data was extracted from the CFD calculations at $NBF = 0.910$, the loading which showed the best match with the experimental data. The effect of the turbine in the upstream flow from $-4D$ to $0D$ is higher in the experiment compared to the CFD results leading to big difference in the flow profiles as shown in Fig. 10. One of the possible
reasons for this difference is that in the case of the MRL turbine, rotation of the blades is perpendicular to the fluid flow which increases the blockage effect on the upstream flow compared to the commonly used traditional tidal turbines where their blade rotation is parallel to the flow. This huge blockage effect by the MRL turbine doesn’t seem to be sufficiently replicated by the CFD modelling. However, it is clear to see that the higher loading has more effect on the upstream flow compared to the lower loadings in the CFD calculations as shown in Fig. 9.

The vertical velocity profiles of the downstream wake in Fig. 11 showed reasonable agreement, which is consistent with the stream-wise flow profiles discussed in Fig. 9.

However, there are some noticeable differences in these vertical velocity profiles. The wake expansion from the CFD results is slightly wider from 1D to 2D (Fig. 11a–c) and narrower from 8D onward while they are almost similar at the transition phase from 4D to 6D. The rate of wake recovery in the vertical profiles reflects the same trend as the stream-wise velocity profiles discussed in Fig. 9.

These inconsistencies are an indication of the limitations of the RANS + IBF calculations in predicting the realistic flow conditions of the experimental data. Since the IBF model is developed on the notion of non-rotating blades, this clearly has some limitations compared to detailed CFD modelling techniques. Those limitations are mostly related to the way the energy is extracted from the flow plus the swirling type of flows that are produced by rotating turbines.
3.3. Execution time of the simulations

The simulations were carried out using an 8 GB machine. Detailed 2D CFD simulations of the MRL turbine using dynamic sliding mesh takes more than 240 h for 20 revolutions of the blades (to obtain fully developed wake structure). The 2D simulations of the MRL turbine was conducted as part of the EPSRC funded project but was computationally very expensive and thus 3D simulations was not conducted. In the case of the IBF model, simulation of a single turbine takes about 8 h to obtain fully developed wake structures which is much cheaper than the detailed CFD model even for 3D CFD simulations. Though it is obvious that the two are not directly comparable, it is clear to see the magnitude of their difference in the simulation time. Practically 2D simulation is computationally cheaper than 3D simulations but still the 2D simulations using dynamic sliding mesh method is 30 times higher than the 3D simulations using the IBF model. This is because CFD model with a physical presence of the blades can significantly increase the computational power due to the treatment involved to resolve the flow.
on the surface of the blades. However, in the case of the IBF model, there is no physical presence of the blades as discussed in the previous sections which resulted in cheaper computational cost.

4. Conclusion

The empirically-based IBF model developed based on the concept of the actuator disk method was calibrated against flow characteristics data for an MRL turbine obtained from experiment in the IFREMER Wave-Current circulating tank, France. The model was found to perform well, although we recognise that it does not necessarily fully reproduce all the large scale deterministic flow patterns in the way that a dynamic blade motion simulation would do. This was reflected in some of the inconsistency observed on the flow profiles between the CFD and experimental data. However such a blade motion simulation would be in the orders of magnitude more expensive to calculate, and the IBF method is thus computationally cheap enough to allow multiple turbine simulations to be run. Therefore, considering the complexity and computational cost of modelling a detailed blade motion the limitations of the IBF model are acceptable and will be useful especially for optimisation of arrays of devices where there is a significant computational demand.
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